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(57) ' A semiconductor device, in particular a thin

semiconductor package, which reduces and simultane-

ously achieves a uniform mounting height, does not re-

quire complicated steps for mounting individual chips,

improves the manufacturing yield, achieves a uniform

height of the semiconductor device without being affect-

ed by the variation in thickness of the chip, and enables

execution of an electrical test all together, and a process

for production of the same
:
wherein a semiconductor is

mounted, with its back surface exposed upward, on the

top surface of an insulating tape substrate having

through holes in the thickness direction, the area around

the side surfaces of the semiconductor element is

sealed by a sealing resin layer, melal interconnections

formed on the bottom surface of the tape substrate de-

fine the bottom portions of the through holes of the tape

substrate, a solder resist layer having through holes in

the thickness direction covers the bottom surface of the

metal interconnections and the tape substrate, connec-

tion f terminals extending downward from the active sur-

face of the semiconductor element are inserted into the

through holes of the tape substrate, a filler comprised of

a conductive material fills the gaps between the connec-

tion terminals and the through holes of the tape sub-

strate, and the connection terminals and the metal in-

terconnections are electrically connected.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
5

[0001 ] The present invention relates to a semiconduc-
tor and a process for production of the same, more par-
ticularly relates to a thin package semiconductor device
and a process of production of the same. ,0

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] The most flexible type of thin package semi-
conductor device mounting a semiconductor element
(LSI or other semiconductor chip) for the increase of
pins, reduction ol the pitch between connection termi-
nals, and reduction of thickness and size of the device
as a whole is the tape carrier package (TCP).
[0003] A TCP is produced by mounting a'semiconduc-
ior element on an insulating tape substrate (usually a
resin dim) by iape automated bonding (TAB). Tvpi-ally
first, a copper foil is attached to a resin film provide-* with
a predetermined pattern of openings, then the copper
foil is etched to pattern it to form predetermined copper
eads. Next, a semiconductor element (semiconductor
chip) ls positioned and held within an opening of the r=S-

m film, a plurality of connection terminals of the chip .'in

general gold bumps) and a corresponding plurality 0f

copper leads on the resin film are bonded together then
the semiconouctor chip and part of the copper leads are
sealed by a resin to complete a single semiconductor
package unit. This operation is repeated for every open-
ing wh.le intermittently feeding the resin film, whereby a
arge number ol semiconductor package units are
formed on a single film. Finally, the large number of sem-
iconduciorpackage units formed along the longitudinal
direction of the film are cut and separated from each oth-
er so as to obtain individual semiconductor packages
[0004] Figure 1 is a perspective view of a semicon-
ductor device of the related art obtained by connecting
a sem.conauclorchip and TCP leads. It shows the state
cefore the individual TCPs are cut from the tape The
TCP 1 0 uses a resin film (for example, a polyimide resin
film)

1 as a substrate and has leads 2 formed by etching «
of a copper foil on top. Further, sprocket holes 3 are
formed at the two side edges of the resin film 1 for feed-
ing the film. An opening 5 for accommodating a semi-
conductor chip 4 (in general called a "device hole") and
window holes 9 are also formed in the center of the resin so
film 1 as illustrated.

[0005] The state of connection o' s~~: ...

ch.p and the leads of the package is shown in the sec-
tional view of Fig. 2, which shows the center portion of
the sem.conductor device of Fig. 1 enlarged. A semi-
conductor chip 4 is positioned and placed in the device
hole 5 of the resin film 1 , then the front ends of the leads
2 are bonded on the bumps on the electrodes (normally
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projections formed by gold plating). The leads are nor-
mally bonded all together using a special bonding tool
Note that to assist the bonding of the bumps 6 with the
front ends of the leads 2 comprised ofcopper, the bumps
are gold plated in advance before the bonding step Fi-
nally while not shown in Fig. 1 , the semiconductor chip
4 and the leads 6 are protected from the humidity con-
tamination, etc. of the ambient environment by sealing
the two to cover them by a resin 7. As the sealing resin
7, use is made for example of an epoxy resin
[0006] The above conventional semiconductor device
however suffered from the following problems (a) to (e):

(a) There are limits to the reduction of the mounting
height of the semiconductor chip on a resin film so
there are limits to the reduction of thickness of the
semiconductor device. That is, the semiconductor
device is fixed by thin copper leads projecting out
in a bridge like manner into the opening of the resin
Him, so securing sufficient mounting strength re-
qu.res that the copper leads, the resin film serving
as the support member, and the device as a whoie
be at least a certain thickness. If reinforcing the
strength by the resin sealed portion, a broad area
has to be sealed thickly. It is difficult however to se-
cure complete sealing across a broad area. Further
thick sealing runs counter to the desire to reduce
thickness.

(b) Semiconductor chips become brittle and easily
warpable when made thin enough for reducing the
thickness of the semiconductor device Each re-
quires a special carrier. Handling is extremely com-
plicated and a large number of steps are required
Further, improvement of the manufacturing yield al-
so becomes difficult.

(c) The individual semiconductor chips have to be
individually positioned and bonded in the openings
of the resin film, so production of a large number of
semiconductor packages requires a long, compli-
cated production process.
(d) In the case of a multilayer semiconductor device
obtained by stacking semiconductor chips in a plu-
rality of layers, each individual semiconductor chip
has to be positioned and bonded in the opening of
the resin film, so the production process becomes
even longer and more complicated.
(e) Not only is there a manufacturing variation in the
thickness of the chips, but there is also variation in
the individual mounting heights. As a result, a vari-
ation in height arises in the semiconductor devices
It is consequently difficult to conduct electrical tests
all together before cutting and separating the film
into the semiconductor package units.

55 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] An object of the present invention is to solve
the above problems in the related art and provide a sem-

2
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iconductor device, in particular a thin semiconductor

package, which reduces and simultaneously achieves

a uniform mounting height, does not require complicat-

ed steps for mounting individual chips, improves the

manufacturing yield, achieves a uniform height of the

semiconductor device without being affected by the var-

iation in thickness of the chips, and enables execution

of electrical tests all together and a process for produc-

tion of the same.

[0008] To achieve the above object, according to a

first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

semiconductor device provided with an insulating tape

substrate having through holes in the thickness direc-

tion; a semiconductor element mounted on a top surface

of the tape substrate with its back surface exposed up-

ward and its active surface facing downward; a sealing

resin layer formed on the top surface of the tape sub-

strate outside of the region in which the semiconductor

device is mounted and sealing the area around the side

surfaces of the semiconductor element; metal intercon-

nections formed on the bottom surface of the tape sub-

strate and blocking the bottom ends of the through holes

of the tape substrate to define bottom portions; a solder

resist layer covering the metal interconnections and the

bottom surface of the tape substrate and having through

holes in the thickness direction; external connection ter-

minals projecting from the bottom surface of the metal

interconnections and filling, passing through, and pro-

jecting downward through the through holes of the sol-

der resist layer; connection terminals extending down-

ward from the active surface of the semiconductor ele-

ment and inserted in the through holes of the tape sub-

strate; and a filler comprised of a conductive material

filling the gaps between the connection terminals and

the inside walls of the through holes of the tape sub-

strate and electrically connecting the connection termi-

nals and the metal interconnections.

[0009] According to the present invention, there is al-

so provided a process of production of a semiconductor

device of the first aspect, comprising forming through

holes in the thickness direction in a tape substrate hav-

ing an area able to accommodate a plurality of semicon-

ductor package units and provided at its bottom surface

with a metal interconnection layer,and a solder resist

layer and in the solder resist layer; filling a conductive

material in the through holes of the tape substrate in

amounts incompletely filling the through holes; inserting

connection terminals of a number of semiconductor el-

ements required for forming a plurality of semiconductor

package units into the corresponding through holes of

the tape substrate and filling the gaps between the con-

nection terminals and the inside walls of the through

holes by the conductive material until about the top ends

of the through holes; bonding and mounting semicon-

ductor elements on the top surface of the tape substrate;

forming a sealing resin layer covering the top surface of

the tape substrate other than the regions where the

semiconductor elements are mounted and sealing the

area around the side surfaces of the semiconductor el-

ement; grinding and polishing to a predetermined thick-

ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and the back

surface portions of the semiconductor elements; and

5 cutting the tape substrate into semiconductor package

units to obtain individual semiconductor devices.

[0010] By providing connection terminals extending

downward from the active surface of the semiconductor

element and inserted into the through holes of the tape

10 substrate and a filler comprised of a conductive material

filling the gap between the connection terminals and the

inner walls of the through holes of the tape substrate

and electrically connecting the connection terminals and

metal interconnections, it is possible to directly bond the

'5 semiconductor element to the tape substrate at the ac-

tive surface and possible to electrically connect the sem-

iconductor element to the metal interconnection layer by

the connection terminals inserted in the through holes

of the tape substrate and the filler comprised of the con-

20 ductive material filling the gap, so the device can be

made thinner than the past while easily securing mount-

ing strength compared with a structure of affixing a sem-

iconductor element in an opening of a tape substrate by

leads like in the related art.

25 [0011] Further since the back surfaces of the semi-

conductor elements and the sealing resin layer can be

ground and polished from the top to reduce the height

to a predetermined value in a state with a large number

of semiconductor elements fixed to the tape substrate

30 and with the area around the side surfaces of the sem-

iconductor elements sealed by a resin, the individual

semiconductor chips can be handled in a thick state

without being made thin, no complicated steps or spe-

cial carriers are required as in the past, a large number
'35 of semiconductor package units can be produced all to-

gether while integrally fixed to the tape substrate, the

heights of the semiconductor devices, that is, the sem-

iconductor packages, can be made small and uniform,

the electrical tests can be performed all at once, the pro-

40 duction process is shortened and the manufacturing

yield improved, and the devices can be made thinner

than in the past.

[001 2] Preferably, the semiconductor device is further

provided with conductor columns passing through the

45 resin sealing layer and the tape substrate at a region

where the resin sealing layer is formed, having top ends

exposed at the top surface of the resin sealing layer, and

having bottom ends electrically connected to the metal

interconnection layer or is further provided with, instead

50 of the sealing resin layer an insulating frame bonded to

the top surface of the tape substrate other than at the

region where the semiconductor element is mounted

and surrounding the side surfaces of the semiconductor

element with a gap and a resin sealing layer filling the

55 gap and sealing the area around the side surfaces of

the semiconductor element and further provided with

conductor columns passing through the frame and the

tape substrate at a region where the frame is formed,

3
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having (op ends exposed at the top surfaM Qf (he^and havmg bottom ends electrically connected to the
metal interconnection layer.

[0013] These preferred structures are particularly ad-
vantageous when applied to a multilayer semiconductor
device. A multilayer semiconductor device produced in
h.s way ,s comprised of a plurality of such semiconduc-
tor devices stacked in layers, wherein the semiconduc-
tor

-
deuces of each layer are connected with each other

at the top ends of the conductor columns and the bottom
ends of the external connection terminals
[001 4] Preferably, the connection terminals extending
downward from the active surface o( the semiconductor
element are bumps comprised of gold or copper.
[0015] Preferably, the external connection terminals
f.ll.ng and pass.ng through the openings of the solder
resist layer are arranged a peripheral or area arraymode according to the application of the semiconductor
device or the requirements cf the customer
10016] Preferably, the filler is filled in the gaps be-tween the connection terminals and the through holes
of the tape substrate up to positions of substantially theop ends of the through holes. That is, the amount of the
•«cr ,s set so that the total volume with the connection
terminals cf the semiconductor element inserted laterbecomes substantially, eaual to tr.e volume of the
through holes of the tape substrate (with bottom portions
aefined by the metal interconnections). Due to this the
connection terminals and metal interconnections are re-
liably connected and, simultaneously, overflow of ox-
cess conductive material from the top ends of the
through holes is prevented. As the conductive material
use may be made of a low melting point metal or a con-
ductive paste.

[0017] Preferably, since the heights of the largenumber of semiconductor package units formed on the
tape substrate are made uniform, it is possible to -asily
penorm electrical tests all together after forming the
sealing resin layer and before or after the grinding and
the polishing. y

[0018] Preferably, the tape substrate is of a size able
toaccommodatethepluralityofsemiconductorpackage
units and is shaped as a disk of 2 to 12 inches in diam-
eter. Due to this, it is possible to use existing grinding
machrnes or cutting machines or other facilities for
processing, semiconductor waters of the same size so
the cost of new equipment can be reduced by that
amount. y

[0019] According to a second aspect of the present
invention

,

there is provided a semiconductor device pro-
vided with an insulating tape substrate having metal in-
terconnections on the top surface; a semiconductor el-ement mounted on a top surface of (he tape substrate
w,th , s back surface exposed upward and its active sur-
face facing downward; a sealing resin layer formed on
the top surface of the tape substrate, sealing the area
aroundtheside surfaces of the semiconductor element
and fiHmg the gap between the active surface cf the

semiconductor element and the top surface of the taoe
substrate; and at least one of conductor coiumns extending upward from the top surfaces of the metal inter-
connections, passing through the sealing resin layer a.

I em??™T SidS SUrfaC6S Cf the ^conduct"elemen
,
and having top ends exposed upward and of

external connection terminals extending downward
from the bottom surfaces of the meta. interconnect"

» d

P

own:
9

a rr°
U9h ^ ,aPS SUbS,rate

-

and P-i-ting

[0020] Typical^, the top surface of the sealing resin
layer and the back surface of the semiconductor ele-
ment form substantially the same plane.
[0021] The semiconductor device of the second as-
pect o, the present invention may be produced by one
of the foMowing three processes of production deoend-ng on whether it is provided with the conductor columns
the external connection terminal? or both

» ofa?L
RrS

H
^ Pr°Vided a pf0CSSS

°'' Paction
o, a semiconductor device comprising preparing a taoe .

substrate having an area ab.e to accommodate a plu-
rality of semiconductor package units and provided at
its top surrace with metal interconnections; bonding ccn-
nection terminals of active surfaces of a number of sem-

-
'cond

"ctorelememsrequiredforforming.hepluralityof
semiconductor package units to the top surfaces of the
metal interconnections of the. tape substrate to mounthe semiconductor elements on the top surface of the

so TT'
f°rming C°nduCtor CQlumns wiIh bottom

ends bonded to the top surfaces of the metal intercon-
necttons, forming a sealing resin layer sealing the area
•around the side surfaces of the semiconductor ele-
ments, including the metal interconnections and *>n-
doctor coiumns, and filling the gaps between the active
surfaces of the semiconductor elements and the.op sur-
face of the tape substrate; grinding and polishing to a
predeterminedthickness the top par, ofthe sealing res>n
aver and the back surface portions of the semiconduc-
tor elements and exposing the top ends of the conductor
columns upward; and cutting the tape substrate into
semiconductor package units to obtain individual semi-
conductor devices.

[0023] Second, there is provided a process of produc-
.on of a semiconductor device comprising preoaring a
tape substrate having an area ab.e to accommodate a
Plurality of semiconductor package units, provided at its
top surface with metal interconnections, having through
holes .n a thickness direction at positions corresponding

so
°

Tt'
connection te<minals, and having bottom sur-

faces of the metal interconnections defining top ends of
he through holes; bonding connection terminals of ac-
tive surfaces of a number of semiconductor elements
requiredforforming the plurality of semiconductor pack-
age unrts to the top surfaces of the metal interconnec-
tions of the tape substrate to mount the semiconductor
elements on the top surface of the tape substrate; form-
ing a sealing resin layersealing the area aroundtheside
surfaces of the semiconductor elements, including the
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metal interconnections, and filling the gaps between the

active surfaces of the semiconductor elements and the

top surface of the tape substrate: then, in either order,

grinding and polishing to a predetermined thickness the

top part of the sealing resin layer and the back surface s

portions of the semiconductor elements and forming ex-

ternal connection terminals extending downward from

the bottom surfaces of the metal interconnections defin-

ing the top ends of the through holes, filling the through

holes, and projecting downward; and cutting the tape

substrate into semiconductor package units to obtain in-

dividual semiconductor devices.

[0024] Third, there is provided a process of production

of a semiconductor device comprising preparing a tape

substrate having an area able to accommodate a plu-

rality of semiconductor package units, provided at its top

surface with metal interconnections, having through

holes in a thickness direction at positions corresponding

to external conneclion terminals
:
and having bottom sur-

faces of the metal interconnections defining top ends of

the through holes; bonding connection terminals of ac-

tive surfaces of a number of semiconductor elements

required for forming the plurality of semiconductor pack-

age units to the top surfaces of the metal interconnec-

tions of the tape substrate to mount the semiconductor

elements on the top surface of the tape substrate; form-

ing conductor columns with bottom ends bonded to the

top surfaces of the metal interconnections; forming a

sealing resin layer sealing the area around the side sur-

faces of the semiconductor elements, including the met-

al interconnections and conductor columns, and filling

the gaps between the active surfaces of the semicon-

ductor elements and the top surface of the tape sub-

strate; then, in either order, grinding and polishing to a

predetermined thickness the top part of the sealing resin

layer and the back surface portions of the semiconduc-

tor elements and exposing the top ends of the conductor

columns upward and forming external connection termi-

nals extending downward from the bottom surfaces of

the metal interconnections defining the top ends of the

through hoies, filling the through holes, and projecting

downward; and cutting the tape substrate into semicon-

ductor package units to obtain individual semiconductor

devices.

[0025] By having the bottom ends of the connection

terminals projecting downward from the active surface

of the semiconductor element be connected to the top

surfaces of the metal interconnections on the top sur-

face of the tape substrate, it is possible to further simplify

the structure than when connecting the connection ter-

minals and the metal interconnections through a filler in

the through holes of the tape substrate as in the first

aspect of the invention and therefore it is possible to fur-

ther improve the productivity of thin semiconductor de-

vices.

[0026] Further, in the same way as the first aspect of

the invention, since the back surfaces of the semicon-

ductor elements and the sealing resin layer can be

ground and polished from the top to reduce the height

to a predetermined value in a state with a large number

of semiconductor elements fixed to the tape substrate

and with the area around the side surfaces of the sem-

iconductor elements sealed by a resin, the individual

semiconductor chips can be handled in a thick state

without being made thin, no complicated steps or spe-

cial carriers are required as in the past, a large number

of semiconductor package units can be produced all to-

gether while integrally fixed to the tape substrate, the

heights of the semiconductor devices, that is, the sem-

iconductor packages, can be made small and uniform,

the electrical tests can be performed all at once, the pro-

duction process is shortened and the manufacturing

yield improved, and the devices can be made thinner

than in the past.

[0027] According to a third aspect of the present in-

vention, there is provided a semiconductor device pro-

vided with a resin member of a predetermined thick-

ness; a semiconductor element sealed inside the resin

member, having a back surface exposed at a top surface

of the resin member, and having an active surface facing

downward; metal interconnections formed on the bot-

tom surface of the resin member; and connection termi-

nals extending downward from the active surface of the

semiconductor element and having a bottom end con-

nected to top surfaces of the metal interconnections.

[0028] Typically, the top surface of the sealing resin

layer and the back surface of the semiconductor ele-

ment form substantially the same plane.

[0029] According to the present invention, there is al-

so provided a process of production of a semiconductor

device of the third aspect, comprising mounting on the

top surface of a metal substrate having an area able to

accommodate a plurality of semiconductor package

units semiconductor elements by turning the active sur-

faces of semiconductor elements downward and bond-

ing front ends of connection terminals to the metal sub-

strate; covering the entire top surface of the metal sub-

strate by a resin to form a resin member in which the

semiconductor elements are sealed and to the bottom

surface of which the metal substrate is bonded; then,

in either order, grinding and polishing to a prede-

termined thickness the top part of the sealing resin layer

and the back surface portions of the semiconductor el-

ements and patterning the metal substrate to form metal

interconnections with top surfaces connected to the bot-

tom ends of the connection terminals on the bottom sur-

face of the resin member; and cutting the resin member

into semiconductor package units to obtain individual

semiconductor devices.

[0030] According to the present invention, there is al-

so provided another process of production of a semi-

conductor device of the third aspect, comprising prepar-

ing a composite metal plate comprised of a metal sub-

strate having an area able to accommodate a plurality

of semiconductor package units and of an interconnec-

tion pattern comprised of a different type of metal from
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the metal substrate on its top surface; mounting semiconductor elements on the top surface of the comncslmetal p,ate by turning the active surfaces of semTondoctor dements downward and bonding fron en's of"

eZr°
n

:

efmina,S ?
° *' C°mposfte™fa

' P a e; covenng the entire top surface of the composite meta plateby a res,n to form a resin member in which the semfcon

%££T* ^ S6a,ed 10 the b0tt0m^of wh,ch the composite metal plate is bonded- then ineither order, grinding and polishing to a prede erm ned•hicxness the top part o, the resin member and the baSsurface porfons of the semconductor elements and
e.ch.ngaway.hemeta.substrateofthecompositemeta'
y.ate and leaving the interconnection pattern so 2 toform metal interconnections comprised of the i Leon

.

neCt)on pattern with top surfaces connected to m boltom ends o, the connection terminals on the bottom s Iface of the resin member; and cutting the resin member•nto semiconductor package units to obtain ind.vWuasemiconductor devices.
moivicud

• lo°ul
By
:°,inC,UdinS-aPe substrate.,, is possible

nd 2d f
'hiCkneSS —P^d wuh'he fSand third aspects of the present invention. At the samebme^he number of members is reduced and sLZl

IchS
S
°

3 fUrther hiShef -n be

[0032] Further, in the same way, since a large numberof semiconductor elements are sealed in a J,gteTesfnmemcer and the back surfaces of the semiconductor eements and the resin member can be ground anc oo

"

-hed from the :op to reduce the height to«^ va'ue, the individual semiconductor chip' Sn be

£25? ?hiCkS,atewith^ :^g™de thin nc comphcated steps or special carriers are required as in'hepast a large number of semiconouctor package unitscan be produced all together while integrally fixe i Te
eTThatlsT

h6i9htS
° f^—inductor d ,ces, mat is, the semconductor Dackanp* n*n k

-a,, and uniform, the eiectricaStSZlTel
»« at once, the production process is shortened an^hemanufacturing yield improved, and the devices can bemade thinner than in the past.

6

[0033] Preferably, the semiconductor device is further

ZuolT
h P,Uramy

° f -.umns p ss ngthrough the resin member from the top surfaces of2meta, interconnections, extending upward Sailtop ends exposed a. the top surface of the resin member. Due to this, it is also possibie to easily obtain all
t. ayer sem.onductor device comprised of a pll^osemjeonductor devices stacked in layers wherein the

each other a, lhe top ends of the conductorcolumns and

[0034] More preferably, the side surfaces of the condoctor co.umns are exposed at the side surfaced Zresin member. Due to this, it is a.so possible Is!obtain a parallel semiconductor device comprised c a

10

plurality of semiconductor devices connected to eachother at theirside surfaces, wherein the semiconductordevices adjoining each other at their sides a Scally connected with each other at the side surface" ofhe ccnductor c6|umns expQsed a(

urfaces o

the resm member. Further, i, is also possibie tc eastobtain a multilayer parallel semiconductor device comK and
P,Ura,fty 01 SemiC0"d-^ devices aS"

» acesT" C
°:neCted t0 e3Ch °ther at^ **» su,faces wherein the semiconductor devices of each laver

e^ 7,hT
a"y COnn6C,ed^ 6aCh

ends of the concuc.or columns and the bottom ends o^

andl
int

r°
nneCa0nS thr0^h connection bumpsand wherein the semiconductor devices adjoining eTchomer a. their sides are electrically connected with each

oosert ^ S 'de SUrfaCeS °' ,he ""doctorcoCs ex

K£ 31^ -"aces of the resin member. •

[00.
1

Preferably, the semiconductor device is further

- ZV

oTT 3 SOWer reSiS
*^—9 the enurebottom surface of the resin member including the me al-nterconnections and connection bumps formed onZ

iard
°'der re£!St

'
ayer

'

and Pleating down
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[0036J Preferably the semiconductor device is further

T'lTf •ns.de^el mem-
r

ber and directly connected with the metal inierconnechons. More preferably, the capacitor is a multilayer ct
- r:rtStn

nClUdin9 innere'-^eseach
y

h

e

a

r

vin

e

g

ton ofS 9 Perpendic 'Jlar to the thickness direc•ion of the resin member. Still more preferably an innrganic f„,er is dispersed in the resin mLber Due to this

d he

S

hS
a
H
iUSt thSrmal SXpansi- c-mc en|

35 S
d

e

h

s

eheatCOndUCt,vi,y°ft"eres ;nmember,odesired

• rn
3

'urthPr

C

t

rdin9 10 ab°Ve aSpects of the "ven^ton ,urther, it ,s possible to inspect individual semicon-duc or devices, select only the good ones, and producta multilayer, parallel, and multilayer parallel type sem,

eT::z
dTs with e,emems c°nnectad a -

ers and/or at their sides. Therefore, it is possible to fur-ther improve the product yield.

45

SO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] The above object and features of the present

e e o the a*
" ' emb°diments 0^" -h refer-ence to the accompanying drawings, wherein.

S 1,V PerSp6Ctive view of a semiconductor de-vice or tne related art after connecting a semicon-
ductor Chip and leads of a Tcp and sho

°

ws
-

^ before cutting the individual TCPs from a tape-
'

'

'

"
'S

,

a SeCti°nal VieW °' the c°nnection of a sem-

2 aTandshf "?
°' 3 P3Ckage in ,he ralat-

tordli^ ^ thecenterpartofthesemiconduc
tor device of Fig. 1 enlarged;
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Fig. 3 shows an example of a semiconductor device

according to the first aspect of the present inven-

tion, in (1) sectional and (2) top views;

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of an initial structure first

prepared for producing the semiconductor device 5

according to the first aspect of the present invention

shown in Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a sectional view of the state when forming

an insulating coating on the initial structure shown

in Fig. 4; 10

Fig. 6 is a sectional view of the step of arranging

and bonding semiconductor elements on the coat-

ing before curing;

Fig. 7 is a sectional view of the state when forming

a sealing resin layer covering the top surface of the '5

tape substrate at other than the regions where the

semiconductor elements are formed and sealing at

least the areas surrounding the side surfaces of the

semiconductor elements;

Fig. 8 is a sectional view of the state when forming 20

a sealing resin layer covering the top surface of the

tape substrate at other than the regions where the

. semiconductor elements are formed and sealing at

least the areas surrounding the side surfaces of the

semiconductor elements in a manner different from 25

Fig. 7;.

Fig. 9 is a sectional view of the state when grinding

and polishing the top part of the sealing resin layer

and the back surface portions of the semiconductor

elements to a predetermined thickness and forming 30

external connection terminals;

Fig. 10 shows another example of a semiconductor

device according to the first aspect of the present

invention, in (1) sectional and (2) top views;

Fig. 11 is a sectional view of a thin multilayer sem- 35

iconductor device formed by stacking a plurality of

the semiconductor devices of Figs. 10A and 10B;

Fig. 12 is a sectional view of an initial structure first

prepared for producing the semiconductor device

according to the first aspect of the present invention 40

shown in Fig. 10;

Fig. 1 3 is a sectional view of the state when forming

a conductor of a low melting point metal and insu-

lating coating on the initial structure shown in Fig.

12; 45

Fig. 14 is a sectional view of the step of arranging

and bonding semiconductor elements on the coat-

ing before curing;

Fig. 1 5 is a sectional view of the state when forming

a sealing resin layer covering the top surface of the so

tape substrate at other than the regions where the

semiconductor elements are formed and sealing at

least the areas surrounding the side surfaces of the

semiconductor elements;

Fig. 16 is a sectional view of the state when grinding 55

and polishing the top part of the sealing resin layer

and the back surface portions of the semiconductor

elements to a predetermined thickness and forming

external connection terminals;

Fig. 17 shows still another example of a semicon-

ductor device according to the first aspect of the

present invention, in (1 ) sectional and (2) top views;

Fig. 18 is a sectional view of a thin multilayer sem-

iconductor device formed by stacking a plurality of

the semiconductor devices of Fig. 17;

Fig. 1 9 is a sectional view of an initial structure first

prepared for producing the semiconductor device

according to the first aspect of the present invention

shown in Fig. 17;

Fig. 20 is a sectional view of the step of forming an

insulating coating on the initial structure shown in

Fig. 1 9 and arranging and bonding the semiconduc-

tor elements on the coating before curing;

Fig. 21 is a sectional view of the state when sealing

the gaps between the semiconductor elements and

openings of the insulating substrate by a sealing

resin layer.

Fig. 22 is a sectional view of the state-when grinding

and polishing the top part of the insulating sub-

strate, the top part of the sealing resin layer, and the

back surface portions of the semiconductor ele-

ments to a predetermined thickness from the state

shown in Fig. 21 and forming external connection

terminals;

Fig. 23 is, a perspective view showing, by a partial

sectional view, the structure before cutting pro-

duced by using a disk shaped initial structure includ-

ing the tape substrate;

Fig. 24 shows an example of a semiconductor de-

vice according to the second aspect of the present

invention, in (1) sectional, (2) sectional and (3) top

views:

Fig. 25 shows the steps (1) to (4) for producing the

semiconductor device of Fig. 24 in sectional views;

Fig. 26 shows another example of a semiconductor

device according to the second aspect of the

present invention, in (1 ) sectional and (2) top views;

Fig. 27 shows the steps (1 ) to (5) for producing the

semiconductor device of Fig. 26. in sectional views;

Fig. 28 shows still another example of a semicon-

ductor device according to the second aspect of the

present invention, in (1 ) sectional and (2) top views;

Fig. 29 shows an example of a semiconductor de-

vice according to the third aspect of the present in-

vention, in sectional views;

Fig. 30 shows the steps (1) to (6) for producing the

semiconductor device of Fig. 29, in sectional views;

Fig. 31 shows another example of the steps (1) to

(7) for producing the semiconductor device of Fig.

29, in sectional views;

Fig. 32 shows another example of a semiconductor

device according to the third aspect of the present

invention, in sectional views;

Fig. 33 is a sectional view of a thin multilayer sem-

iconductor device formed by stacking a plurality of

the semiconductor devices of Fig. 32;

7
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Fig 34 shews, in sectional views, a parallel semi-
conductor device comprised of the semiconductor
devees of Fig. 32 connected in parallel and a mul-
Jayer parallel semiconductor device comprised of

Fig. 35 shows an example of a semiconductor.de-
vice of the third aspect of the present invention in-
cluding a capacitor, in (1) sectional and (2) partially
enlarged seclional views.

'

14

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0039] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be explained in further detail below with refer-ence to the attached drawings.

First Embodime.nl

[00401 Figure3showS ,(1)sec;ionaland(2)toP viewsa -example of a semiconductor device according to the
first aspect of the present invention
•0041] The illustrated semiconductor device 20 isetmppsed of an insulating tape substrate 21 having^rougn

,

holes 22 in ,e thickness direction and a semTconducto r element 23 bonded to its top surface with a

surface^?
36 SXP0Sed UpWard and Wi,h an *«™

surface ...A racing downward. A waling resin layer 24
f°rme° 00 3 reaion 21 * ot the ;cp surface of the tape

ubs,ra e other than the region 21 X where the semiccndue or element 23 ,s bonded ano seals the area aroundihe s de surfaces of the semiconductor element 23. Theme al interconnections 25 formed on the bottom surface

rhm KT,
SUbS,rate 21 bl°Ck rhe bottom ends of the

hr-ough holes 22 of the tape substrate 21 anc define

£T27 in °Z :

S°,der r6SiSt ayef 26 h3Vina«-*.,oies,27 in the mckness direction covers the bottom-daces of the metai interconnections 25 and the tape
substrate 21 Externa, connection terminals 28 proSS ; f

n°m^ * the metal interconnec-

ts 2s fl
|| and pass through the through holes27ofthe

.older resist layer 23A and project downward Connec-
tion terminals 29 extending downward from the activesurface 23A of the semiconductor element 23 are inserted ,nto the through holes of the tape substrate 21 Theconnection terminals 29 and the metal interconnections
-5 are electrically connected by the filler 30 of the lowme mg point metal filled in the gaps between the con-

ZTp T'S 29 the inS,de wa,,s of »• th^9hholes 22 of the tape substrate 21
[0042] As the filter 30. a conductive paste may beused instead of the low me.ting point metal. As the o"
duct.ve paste, generally use is made of a silver paste orcopper paste comprised of a polyimide resin Qr

The""
SHVer °f C°PDer Particles -e dispersedThese conducive pastes are filled in the through holesby screen printing etc.

. 0043] In the ..lustrated example, the back surface ofhe sem.conduc.or element 23 and the top surface of

onnS

S

9 reS

r

24 °n thS Same P'ane
- sotone

I

at .he sealmg resin ,ayer 24 seals the area aroundResurfaces of,he semiconductor element 23 . eydo not necessarily have to be in the same plane' Thehe.gh, of the sealing resin layer 24 may a.so be mISe

mT,

2

IT"*
b3Ck

°' the sJtoondu^e
6

w 1" !
3 l0Cat'°n away from the side surfaces of the10 semiconduclor element 23

[0044] An example of the process of production of the
sem.conductor devbe of the first aspect of the present

15
[0045] Figure 4 shows the initial structure which is in-
«:a»yprepared. The tape substrate 21 hasanafaabte
to accommodate a plurality of semiconductor packace
units and is provided at its bottom surface with a

2

interconnection layer 25 and solder resist layer
.hetape substrate 21

, venous organic materials o po,
may be used - ,n« howe-' a

foled ,

a 9,aSS ° r 3ramide ° r othir fiber rein-

no^ P
?

Xy
°r bisma,eimide triazine (BT) fi.m

polyphenylene ether (PPE) film, or other resin film or

sSt^r " T
i,ab,e

" "**«" °f
'
aP -b

thll J
,S Pre'erab,y 33 thin aS P°ssible f°' reducingthe thlckness of the semiconductor device to the extendwhere the strength and rigidity necessary for the sub

to 1 00 nm, m particular around 75 nm

Si T"™
9* h0l6S 22 3re hmed in

<he tape sub-

on on.J *
pUnCn,n9 6tC

'

then 3 c°PPerf0" is Adhered

Alternt,
*^ 8 metal Connection layer 25

3s 22T
'Ve
J
y

'

3 C°Pper f0il c(ad ;aPe combining a tape

straS
6

l
and C°PPer ,0" is USed and tape sub-

strate 21 portion laser processed to form holes passingtrough the tape substrate 21 and having the copperfo"as bottom portions. The copper foil clad tape is obtoinedby forming an insulating layer on a copperL by coating40 Polyimide or another resin.
9

[0047] Next, a filler 30 of a low melting point metal is
incompletely filled in the through holes 22 of the fane
substrate 21 (with bottom portions defined by themS

- mlr
n

?h
Cti0n

'

ayer 2S) - Tha' is
>
Ine™i ofZ s

nSnn
S
° that,hefil,er30fi,,st^gapsbetweentheconnecon terminals 29 and the inside wa.ls of the through

holes 22 up to substantially the top ends of the through
holes 22 wnen the connection terminals 29 of the sem-
.conductor elements 21 are inserted in a later step. Asthe tow meltmg point meta. of the filler 30. use may bemade of a silver-tin alloy (Ag-Sn). a .ead-tin alloy (Pb-

th~
3 S

:;r:
tin -C°Pper a,i°y (Ag-Sn-Cu). and alloys ofthese w,th b,smuth (Bi) or antimony (Sb) The filter is

Zl hi ^ SUPP,yin9 the P0wer
'
but also be

filled by screen printing a solder paste
[0048] Next, the above copper foil is patterned byetching to form the metal interconnection layer 25 After

8
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the metal interconnection layer 25 is formed, a solder

resist layer 26 having through holes 27 is formed. The

solder resist layer 26 having through holes 27 is formed

by generally formed by coating, exposing, and develop-

ing a photosensitive resist. When the number of external

connection terminals (number of through holes 27) is

small and the pitch between external connection termi-

nals is sufficiently large, the layer may also be formed

by screen printing a resin. The through holes 27 of the

solder resist layer 26 are formed in a peripheral or area

array in accordance with the application of the semicon-

ductor devices 20 to be produced.

[0049] Next, as shown in Fig. 5, an insulating coating

31 comprised of a liquid or a semicured resin is coated

on the top surface of the tape substrate 21 . The semi-

cured insulating coating 31 acts to bond the semicon-

ductor elements.

[0050] Next, as shown in Fig. 6, the semiconductor

elements 23 are arranged on and bonded to the pre-

cured coating 31 . That is, the connection terminals 29

of the number of semiconductor elements 23 necessary

for forming the plurality of semiconductor package units

are inserted into the corresponding through holes 22 of

the tape substrate 21 , the gaps between the connection

terminals 29 and the inside walls of the through holes

22 are filled with the low melting point metal 30 up to

substantially the top ends of the through holes 22, and

the semiconductor elements 23 are bonded to and

mounted on the top surface of the tape substrate 21

This is done by heating the semiconductor elements 23

to a temperature near the melting point of the low melt*

ing point metal 30 and pushing the connection terminals

29 into the low melting point metal 30 in the through

holes 22.

[0051] The connection terminals 29 of the semicon-

ductor elements 23 are desirably formed as gold or cop-

per bumps. In the case of a semiconductor element 23

with connection terminals 29 arranged at the peripheral

edge regions, generally the connection terminals 29 are

formed as stud bumps using the wire bonding method.

In the case of a semiconductor element 23 with connec-

tion terminals 29 arranged in the active region at the

center, the connection terminals 29 are desirably formed

by plating from the viewpoint of avoiding mechanical

shock resulting from the formation of stud bumps. The

plating method is particularly advantageous when form-

ing bumps in an area array along with the interconnec-

tion portion on the semiconductor elements. Stud

bumps are desirably formed by gold. Plated bumps are

desirably formed as copper posts provided with protec-

tive plating layers.

[0052] The size of the connection terminals, that is,

the bumps 29, may be freely set in accordance with the

design thickness of the semiconductor devices 20. In

one example, the bumps 29 have a diameter of the bot-

tom portions of 70 jim and a height of 30 to 60 u,m. In

this case, when considering the positioning accuracy in

the formation of bumps 29, the through holes 22 of the

tape substrate 21 in which the bumps 29 are inserted

suitably have diameters in the range of 90 to 150 \irr\.

[0053] Next, as shown in Fig. 7, a sealing resin layer

24 covering the top surface of the tape substrate 21 at

5 other than the regions where the semiconductor ele-

. ments 23 are mounted and sealing at least the areas

around the side surfaces of the semiconductor elements

23 is formed. Note that in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9, an extremely

thin insulating coating 31 is illustrated together with the

10 sealing resin layer 24 and is not illustrated separately.

[0054] Figure 7 shows the state where the sealing res-

in layer 24 covers also the semiconductor elements 23

and is formed to a substantially identical thickness over-

all. As another example, however, as shown in Fig. 8,

15 the sealing resin layer 24 does not necessarily have to

cover the semiconductor elements 23 at the stage of this

step. The thickness of the sealing resin layer 24 may
also be made the same as the height of the semicon-

ductor elements 23 at the contact portions with the side

surfaces of the semiconductor elements 23 and made
thinner at the regions away from the semiconductor el-

ements 23. That is
:
the thickness of the sealing resin

layer 24 formed at the stage of this step may be set so

that a thickness enabling the areas around the side sur-

faces of the semiconductor elements 23 to be complete-

ly sealed is left after the grinding and polishing per-

formed in the next step.

[0055] Next, as shown in Fig. 9, the top part of the

sealing resin layer 24 and the back surface 23B portions

of the semiconductor elements 23 are ground and pol-

ished to a predetermined thickness. Due to this, for ex-

ample, it is possible to make semiconductor elements

23 of a thickness of around 500 u,m in the state of Fig.

7 or Fig. 8 a thin 50 to 1 00 jim. As a result, the semicon-

ductor devices 20 can be reduced to a thickness of 120

to 300 urn This is less than 1/4 of the approximately

1200 |im thickness of the thin-small outline package

(TSOP) most frequently used in the past..

[0056] After the grinding and polishing, external con-

nection terminals 28 projecting from the bottom surface

of the solder resist layer 26 are formed in the through

holes 27 of the solder resist layer 26. This can be done

by reflowing after placing solder balls or screen printing

solder paste.

[0057] Finally, the assembly is cut into semiconductor

package units "u" at the positions shown by the broken

lines in Fig. 9 to obtain individual semiconductor devices

20 (Fig. 3).

[0058] Figure 1 0 show another example of the semi-

conductor device according to the first aspect of the

present invention, in (1 ) sectional and (2) top views. Por-

55 tions corresponding to the structure of the first embodi-

ment are assigned the same reference numerals as in

Fig. 3.

[0059] The illustrated semiconductor device 40 in-

so Second Embodiment

25

30

35

40
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eludes, in addition to the srructur* • r-

The conduc!0 rs 32 pass through ft. sealingZT ?
24 sealing the area around the sides^atsTh"T

to (he metal interconnection layer2^ "
^

eboflom enoso, the externa, connectionterSnl 28o' a lop semiconductor device 40 a sinm^ ,
na,s 28

guide), then the metal ,s mario ( ,

(external

- state with a «"

ce-her^^ a
™ ^f*

to^ - to-

stacking direciion
'°ad appiied in <*>

22n£^^^ *—ion or a

invention shown in%°\

"

w * the P^ent
Terence to Figs. 12 fo 6 p! ''* neXt W!th

- .rue,re ofL^^SSSS^ J
Fig

9
.-

1r^r* ihe same^

s

[0063] The initial structure shown in Fi'q 12 i, -hosame as the initial structure of the first LI hshown in Fia 4exr«ni,„J embodiment
i r-iy. a except that throuah hoip'? or«

sealing the areas around the sidA , >

y

hoL 22 fLT, T
9^ d'ameIer tha" the through

have a diameter o about 500 ! ^ h°'eS 33

-rface defined by the me,a.L£££
The rest of the inifial structure shown in Fig ,2 isWhby processing similar to the first embodimem

'

EP 1 137 066 A2
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[0064] Next, as shown in Fia n
metal conductors 32 nrJrti ,

me 'tm9 P°int

the sealingS fayerTa f 7 1* l0P SUrface of

procedure is f0iiow«d as ,„ Ih.J„TT "J*
1
- lhe san*

>»e hsuM„g„at^ J
"* ",sl

lo torn,

[0066] Next as shown in Fin 1 ^ - e—r

23 «nH io f .
6 sem^nductor elements

step may be set th^t ^ tK- ,
9 of tn,s

32. and the^2TS
°
f C°ndUCt°rS

ductor elementsMZT P n'°"S °f the semico "-

* termine^tSJ
^ 9r0Und an<^hed to a prede-

Sn tei;r2Tr7
and^

of the sor;Ss?z 'h

:
throu9h ho,es 27

' first embodiment ' Way as in the

»nes inL S to 0b • T'"
0"5 Sh°Wn ^ the brok^

es20(Fig
3

'io)

'^^"""^'^onductordevic-

55 Jhjrd Embodiment
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present invention in (1 ) sectional and (2) top views. Por-

tions corresponding to the structure of the first embodi-

ment shown in Fig. 3 are assigned the same reference

numerals as in Fig. 3.

[0072] The illustrated semiconductor device 60 in- 5

eludes, instead of the sealing resin layer 24 in the struc-

ture shown in Fig. 3
:
an insulating frame 36 bonded to

the top surface of the tape substrate 2 1 other than at the

region where the semiconductor element 23 is mounted

and surrounding the side surfaces of the semiconductor 10

element 23 with a gap G and a resin sealing- layer 24

filling the gap G and sealing the area around the side

surfaces of the semiconductor element 23 and further

includes column-shaped conductors (conductor col-

umns) of a low melting point metal passing through the *5

frame 36 and the tape substrate 21 at a region where

the frame 36 is formed, having top ends exposed at the

top surface of the frame 36, and having bottom ends

electrically connected lolhe metal interconnection layer

25. 20

[0073] A plurality of the semiconductor devices 60 of

Fig. 17 may be stacked in layers as shown in Fig. 18 to

form a thin multilayer semiconductor device 66. That is..
.

by connecting the top ends of the low melting point metal

column-shaped conductors 32 of a bottom semiconduc- 25

tor device 60 and the bottom ends of the external con-

nection terminals 28 of a top semiconductor device 60,

a single semiconductor device 66 comprised of an inte-

gral circuil including a plurality of semiconductor ele-

ments 23 (in this example, three) in a multilayer struc- 30

ture is formed. The semiconductor devices 60 may be

stacked in the same way as shown in the second em-

bodiment.

[0074] An example of the process of production of a

semiconductor device 60 of the first aspect of the 35

present invention shown in Fig. 1 7 will be explained next

with reference to Figs. 19 to 22. Portions corresponding

to the structure of the first embodiment shown in Fig. 4

to Fig. 9 are assigned the same reference numerals as

in Fig. 4 to Fig. 9. 40

[0075] The initial structure shown in Fig. 19, in addi-

tion to the structure shown in Fig. 4, has an insulating

substrate 36 having openings 37 at regions for mounting

the semiconductor elements 23 bonded to the top sur-

face of the tape substrate 21 and is formed with column- *s

shaped conductors 32 passing through the tape sub-

strate 21 and the insulating substrate 36. The openings

37, as shown in Fig. 1 7(2), have shapes and dimensions

enabling semiconductor elements 23 to be accommo-

dated with a gap G. The through holes 22 of the tape so

substrate 21 are provided at positions corresponding to

the connection terminals 29 of the semiconductor ele-

ments in the same way as in the first embodiment.

[0076] The insulating substrate 36 is a tape of the

same outer shape as the tape substrate 21 and is bond- 55

ed to the top surface of the tape substrate 21 after form-

ing the openings 37 by punching etc. Next, through

holes passing through the insulating substrate 36 and

tape substrate 21 are formed by laser processing at po-

sitions forming the column-shaped conductors 32. Next,

the column-shaped conductors 32 are formed by plating

to bury the holes using the copper foil before patterning

to the metal interconnection layer 25 as the layer to sup-

ply the power. The rest of the portions of the initial struc-

ture of Fig. 19 are formed by processing similar to the

first embodiment. Normally, the column-shaped con-

ductors 32 are several times larger in diameter than the

through holes 22. For example, when the through holes

22 have a diameter of about 25 to 1 00 p.m, the column-

shaped conductors 32 have a diameter of about 500um
[0077] Next, as shown in Fig. 20, an insulating coating

31 is formed on the top surface of the tape substrate 21

exposed inside the openings 37, then the same proce-

dure is followed as in the first embodiment to arrange

and bond the semiconductor elements 23 on the pre-

cured coating 31 . Along with this, the connection termi-

nals 29 projecting up from the active surfaces 23A of the

semiconductor elements 23 are inserted into the

through holes 22 of the tape substrate 21 and pushed

into the low melting point metal 30.

[0078] Next, as shown in Fig. 21 , the gaps G between

the semiconductor elements 23 and the openings 37 of

the insulating substrate 36 are sealed by the sealing res-

in layer 24. Due to this, the areas around' the side sur-

faces of the semiconductor elements 23 are seafed. in

.

Fig. 21 to Fig. 22
:
the illustration of the insulating coating

31 is omitted.

[0079] Next, as shown in Fig. 22, the top part of the

insulating substrate 36
f
the top part of the sealing resin

layer 24, the top parts of the conductors 32, and the back

surface 23B portions of the semiconductor elements 23

are ground and polished to a predetermined thickness.

[0080] After the grinding and polishing, external con-

nection terminals 28 are formed in the through holes 27

of the solder resist layer 26 in the same way as in the

first embodiment.

[0081 ]
Finally, the assembly is cut into semiconductor

package units "u" at the positions shown by the broken

lines in Fig. 22 to obtain individual semiconductor devic-

es 20 (Fig. 17).

Fourth Embodiment

[0082] Figure 23 shows, as the initial structure includ-

ing the tape substrate 21 , a disk shaped structure of a

diameter of 2 inches to 1 2 inches before cutting. By us-

ing an initial structure of such a shape and dimensions,

it is possible to use an existing grinding machine, cutting

machine, or other facilities for processing semiconduc-

tor wafers of the same size, therefore the cosi of the new

facilities can be reduced by that extent. Figure 23 shows

the case of producing semiconductor devices of the

structure of the third embodiment, but the.same applies

to the case of the first embodiment and second embod-

iment.

11
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Fifth Embodiment

[0083] Figure 24 shows, in (1 ) sectional, (2) sectional

and (3) top views, an example of a semiconductor de-

vice according to the second aspect of the present in-

vention. Portions corresponding to the structures of the

first to fourth embodiments are assigned reference nu-

merals off those embodiments plus 100 (same in the fol-

lowing embodiments as well).

[0084] The illustrated semiconductor device 101 is

comprised of an insulating substrate 121, metal inter-

connections 125 formed on its top surface, and a sem-

iconductor element 123 mounted with its back surface

123B exposed upward and with its aciive surface 123A

facing downward. The bottom ends of the connection

terminals 1 2S projecting downward from the active sur-

face 1223A of the semiconductor element 123 are con-

nected to the top surfaces of the metal interconnections

125. A sealing resin layer 124 formed on the top surface

of the tape substrate 121 seals the area around the side

surfaces of the semiconductor element 123 and fills the

gap between the active suriace 123A of the semicon-

ductor element 123 and the bottom surface of the tape

substrate 121.

[0085] The conductor columns 132 extend upward

from the top surfaces of the metal interconnections 125,

pass through the sealing resin layer 124 at the areas

around the side surfaces of the semiconductor element

1 23, and have top ends exposed upward. The conductor

columns 1 32 may be substantially ball shaped as shown

in Fig. 24A (more accurately, entasis shaped) or may be

rod shaped as shown in Fig. 24B. Tne conductor col-

umns 1 32 are columns or balls of a metal such as copper

or nickel etc. Preferably they are balls of a low melting

point metal such as solder. As the solder use may be

made of silver-tin alloy (Ag-Sn), a lead-tin alloy (Pb-Sn),

a silver-tin-copper alloy (Ag-Sn-Cu), and alloys of these

with bismuth (Bi) or antimony (Sb).

[0086] Referring to Fig. 25
:
a process of production of

the semiconductor device 101 shown in Fig. 24 will be

explained. This embodiment can be used when produc-

ing a large number of semiconductor package units ail

together in the same way as the first to fourth embodi-

ments. Below, however, for simplification of the expla-

nation, the explanation will be given of the production of

a single semiconductor package unit.

[0087] First, as shown in Fig. 25(1), a semiconductor

element 1 23 provided with connection terminals 1 29 on

its active surface 1 23A and a tape substrate 121 provid-

ed with metal interconnections 125 on its top surface

are prepared. The method of formation of the connec-

tion terminals 1 29, the materials and configuration of the

tape substrate 121 , and the method of formation of the

metal interconnections 125 are similar to those of the

first embodiment.

[0088] Next, as shown in Fig. 25(2), the connection

terminals 129 of the active surface 123A of the semi-

conductor element 123 are bonded to the top surfaces

of the metal interconnections 1 25 of the tape substrate

121 so as to >iace the semiconductor element 123 on

the top surface of the tape substrate 121 . This bonding

(mounting) may be performed in the following way.

5 [0089] The connection terminals 129 are heated and

press bonded to metal (solder) layers formed at prede-

termined positions of the metal interconnections 125 by

plating etc. in advance or connection terminals 1 29 com-

prised of gold bumps are placed on the gold plating on

10 the metal interconnections 125 and directly bonded or

bonded through an anisotropic conductive film or paste

by application of ultrasonic waves.

[0090] Next, as shown in Fig. 25(3), conductor col-

umns 132 with bottom ends bonded to the top surfaces

15 of the metal interconnections 125 are formed. In the il-

lustrated example, the conductor columns 132 are sub-

stantially ball shaped as shown in Fig. 24(2) (more ac-

curately entasis shaped) and consist of solder balls.

Conductor columns 132 using solder balls may be

20 formed by placing solder bails at predetermined loca-

tions on the top surface of the metal interconnections

1 25 or screen printing soider paste, then reflowing the

metal.

[0091] The conductor columns 132 may also be rod

-5 shaped as shewn in Fig. 24(2). The rod shaped conduc-

tor columns 1 32 may be formed in the following way.

"0092] Rod shaped members of metal, preferably

copper, plated on their surfaces with solder, tin (Sn), in-

dium (In), etc. are bonded by heating and pressure at

30 predetermined locations of the :op surfaces of the metal

interconnections 1 25 or predetermined locations of the

top surfaces of the metal interconnections 125 are plat-

ed by solder etc.
:
then rod-shaped members are mount-

ed and the solder made to reflow.

35 [0093] Next, as shown in Fig. 25(4), the sealing resin

layer 124 is formed. The sealing resin layer 124 seals

the area around the side surfaces of the semiconductor

eiement 123 including the metal interconnections 125

and the conductor columns 132 and fills the gap be-

40 :ween the active surface 123A of the semiconductor el-

ement i23andthetop surface of the tape substrate 121

.

The sealing resin layer 124 may be formed by molding

or dotting.

[0094] Next, as shown in Fig. 25(5), the top part of the

45 sealing resin layer 24 and the back surface portion of

the semiconductor element 123 are ground and pol-

ished to a predetermined thickness. In the step of Fig.

25(4), the top surface of the sealing resin layer i24 is in

the same plane as the top surface (back surface) of the

so semiconductor element 123, but this is not necessarily

required. It is sufficient to set the thickness of the sealing

resin iayer 124 so that the top ends of the conductor

columns 132 are exposed upward when the entire as-

sembly, including the semiconductor element 1 23, is re-

55 duced to the predetermined thickness by the grinding

and polishing of Fig. 25(5).

[0095] Figure 25 shows only one semiconductor

package unit, but it is also possible to produce a large

12
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number of semiconductor package units all together by

the steps (1) to (5) of Fig. 25 using a tape substrate 121

of an area able to accommodate a plurality of semicon-

ductor package units. In this case, it is possible to finally

cut the tape substrate 121 into semiconductor package

units to obtain individual semiconductor devices 101

(Fig. 24).

Sixth Embodiment

[0096] Figure 26 shows, in (1) sectional and (2) top

views, another example of a semiconductor device ac-

cording to the second aspect of the present invention.

[0097] In the semiconductor device 1 02 of the present

embodiment, instead of the conductor conductors 132

of the fifth embodiment, the external connection termi-

nals 1 28 extend downward from the bottom surfaces of

the metal interconnections 125, pass through the tape

substrate 121, and project downward. The rest of the

structure is the same as in the fifth embodiment. The

material of the external connection terminals 128 can

be selected from the same materials as used for the con-

ductor columns 132.

[0098] Referring to Fig. 27 , a process of production of

the semiconductor device 102 shown in Fig. 26 will be

explained next. The present embodiment may be ap-

plied to the case of producing a large number of semi-

conductor package units all together in the same way

as in the first to fourth embodiments, but for simplifica-

tion of the explanation, the explanation will be given be-

low of production of a single semiconductor package

unit.

[0099] First, as shown in Fig. 27(1), a semiconductor

element 1 23 provided with connection terminals 1 29 on

its active surface 123A and a tape substrate 121 are pre-

pared. The tape substrate 121 is provided with metal

interconnections 125 on its top surface, has through

holes 121H in the thickness direction at positions corre-

sponding to the external connection terminals 128, and

has bottom surfaces of the metal interconnections 1 25

blocking the top ends of the through holes 121H and

demarcating them. The method of formation of the con-

nection terminals 129, the materials and configuration

of the tape substrate 121 , and the method of formation

of the metal interconnections 1 25 are similar to those of

the first embodiment. The method of formation of the

through holes 1 2 1 H is similar to thai of the through holes

22 of the first embodiment.

[0100] Next, as shown in Fig. 27(2), a semiconductor

element is mounted on the top surface of the tape sub-

strate 121 in the same way as the step of Fig. 25(2) of

the fifth embodiment.

[0101] Next, as shown in Fig. 27{3), a sealing resin

layer 124 is formed in the same way as the step of Fig.

25(4) of the fifth embodiment.

[0102] Next, as shown in Fig. 27(4), the top part of the

sealing resin layer 124 and the back surface portion of

the semiconductor element 123 are ground and pol-

ished to a predetermined thickness. In the step of Fig.

27(4), the top surface of the sealing resin layer 124 is

higher than the top surface (back surface) of the semi-

conductor element 1 23 and the entire semiconductor el-

5 ement 123 is embedded inside the sealing resin layer

124, but this is not necessarily required. It is sufficient

to set the thickness of the sealing resin layer 1 24 so as

to enable the entire assembly, including the semicon-

ductor element 123
:
to be made a predetermined thick-

10 ness by the later grinding and polishing.

[0103] Next, as shown in Fig. 27(5), the external con-

nection terminals 1 28 are formed. The external connec-

tion terminals 128 extend downward from the bottom

surfaces of the metal interconnections 125 defining the

'5 top ends ot the through holes 1 21 H, fill the through holes

121 H, and project downward.

[01 04] The step of grinding and polishing of Fig. 27(4)

and the step of forming the external connection termi-

nals of Fig. 27(5) may be performed in that order or in

20 a reverse order.

[0105] Figure 27 shows only one semiconductor

package unit, but it is also possible to produce a large

number of semiconductor package units all together by

the steps (1 ) to (5) of Fig. 27 using a tape substrate 121

of an area able to accommodate a plurality of semicon-

ductor package units. In this case, it is possible to finally

cut the tape substrate 121 into semiconductor package

units to obtain individual semiconductor devices 102

(Fig. 26).

Seventh Embodiment

[0106] Figure 28 shows, in (1) sectional and (2) top

views, another example of the semiconductor device ac-

cording to the second aspect of the invention.

[01 07] In the semiconductor device 1 03 of the present

embodiment, both the conductorcolumns 1 32 of the fifth

embodiment and the external connection terminals 1 28

of the sixth embodiment are provided.

[01 08] The process of production of the semiconduc-

tor device 103 of the present embodiment is a combina-

tion of the process of production of the fifth embodiment

and the process of production of the sixth embodiment.

[0109] Referring to Fig. 25 and Fig. 27, an explanation

will be given of the process of production of the semi-

conductor device 103 shown in Fig. 28. The semicon-

ductor device 1 03 shown in Fig. 28 may also be stacked

in a plurality of layers.

[0110]. First, in the same way as the sixth embodi-

ment, a semiconductor element 123 shown in Fig. 27(1

)

and a tape substrate 121 are prepared. The semicon-

ductor eiemeni is mounted on the top surface of the tape

substrate 121 as shown in Fig. 27(2).

[0111] Next, as shown in Fig. 27(3), conductor col-

umns 132 with bottom ends bonded to the top surfaces

of the metal interconnections 1 25 are formed. As shown

in Fig. 25(4), a sealing resin layer 124 is then formed.

[0112] Next, the grinding and polishing step of Fig. 27

30

35
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(4) and the step of forming external connection terminals

of Fig. 27(5) are performed in that order or in reverse

order to obtain the semiconductor device 1 03 of Fig. 28.

[0113] Here
;
the explanation was given of a single

semiconductor package unit, but it is also possible to

produce a large number of semiconductor package

units all together by the above steps using a tape sub-

strate 121 of an area able to accommodate a plurality

of semiconductor package units. In this case, it is pos-

sible to finally cut the tape substrate 121 into semicon-

ductor package units to obtain individual semiconductor

devices 103 (Fig. 28).

[0114] The semiconductor devices according to the

first and second aspects of the present invention ex-

plained above include tape substrates. Sek>w
:
an expla-

nation will be given of embodiments of a semiconductor

device according to a seventh aspect of the present in-

vention not including a tape substrate.

Eighth Embodiment

[0115] Figure 29 shows, in sectional views, an exam-

ple of a semiconductor device according to the seventh

aspect of the present invention. The semiconductor de-

vice 104 shown in Fig. 29(1) is comprised of a resin

member 124 of a predetermined thickness in which a

semiconductor element 1 23 is sealed. The semiconduc-

tor element 123 has a back surface 123B exposed at

the top p.urface of the resin member 1 24 and has an ac-

tive surface 123A facing downward: Metal interconnec-

tions 125 are formea at the bottom surface of the resin

member 124. Connection terminals 129 extending

downward from the active surface 1 23A of the semicon-

ductor element 123 are connected to the top surfaces

of the metal interconnections 125. The top surface of

the resin member 129 and the back surface 123B of the

semiconductor element 123 form the same plane. The
connection terminals 129 are formed as gold stud

bumps, plated bumps, etc.

[0116] The semiconductor device 104' shown in Fig.

29(2) is structured the same as the semiconductor de-

vice 104 of Fig. 29(1) except that the bottom surface of

the resin member, including the metal interconnections

1 25, is covered by a solder resist layer 1 26 and that con-

nection bumps 128 formed on the bottom surfaces of

the metal interconnections 125 pass through the solder

resist layer 126 and project downward.

[01 1 7] Referring to Fig. 30, an explanation will be giv-

en of the process of production of the semiconductor

devices 1 04 and 1 04' shown in Fig. 29. The present em-

bodiment can be applied to the case of producing a large

number of semiconductor package units ail together in

the same way as in the first to fourth embodiments, but

for simplification of the explanation, an explanation will

be made of a single semiconductor package unit.

[0118] First, as shown in Fig. 30(1), the semiconduc-

tor element 123 is mounted on a metal substrate 125M
by bonding the front ends of the connection terminals

1 29 formed on the active surface 123A of the semicon-

ductor element 123 on the top surface of a metai sub-

strate 125 such as an aluminum foil, copper foil, copper

foil formed with interconnections by metal plating, and

5 aluminum foil clad with copper by a method such as ul-

trasonic bonding, alloy bonding through a low melting

point metal such as indium, etc.

[0119] Next, as shown in Fig. 30(2) :
a resin member

124 is formed by covering the entire top surface of the

*0 metal substrate 125M with a resin. The resin member
1 24 seals the semiconductor element 123 inside it and

has a bottom surface bonded to the metal substrate

125M.

[0120] As the resin member 124, use may be made
f£ of an epoxy resin, polyimide resin, cyanoester resin, or

polycyclic aromatic resin. In particular, an epoxy resin is

desirable.

[CI 21] To adjust the thermal expansion coefficient

and heat conductivity of the resin member 124, silica,

20 alumina, aluminum nitride, and other ceramic particles

may be dispersed as an inorganic filler. The amount of

dispersion is set in accordance with the desired values

of the thermal expansion coefficient and heat conduc-

tivity. The particle size Is 2 to 10 um. The particles are

25 preferably shaped as close to spheres as possible.

[0122] Nexi, as shown in Fig. 30(3), the metal sub-

strate 125M is patterned to form metal interconnections

125 on the bottom surrace of the resin member 124. The
metai interconnections 1 25 have top surfaces connect-

30 ed to the connection terminals 129.

[01 23] Next, top part of the resin member i 24 and the

back surface portion of ihe semiconductor element 123

are ground and polished to a predetermined thickness.

[0124] The above steps complete the semiconductor

35 element 104 shown in Fig. 29(1).

[0125] Further after the step of Fig. 30(3), as shown

in Fig. 30(4), a solder resist layer 1 26 covering the entire

bottom surface of the resin member 124 including ;he

metal interconnections 125 is formed, then through

40 hcies 1 27 are formed in the solder resist layer 126. The

through holes 1 27 are open at the bottom ends. The top

ends are blocked and demarcated by the bottom surfac-

es of the metal interconnections 125.

[0126] Next, as shown in Fig. 30(5) :
the top part of the

*5 resin member 124 and the back surface portion of the

semiconductor element 123 are ground and polished to

a predetermined thickness.

[0127] Next, as shown in Fig. 30(6), external connec-

tion terminals 128 filling the through holes 127 and pro-

50 jecting downward are formed. This may be done, in the

same way as the conductor columns 132 shown in Fig.

25(3). by placing solder balls or printing solder paste and

then reflowing them.

[0128] Note that this completes the semiconductor

55 device 104' shown in Fig. 29(2).

[0129] Here, the explanation was given of a single

semiconductor package unit, but it is also possible to

produce a large number of semiconductor package

14
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units all together by the above steps using a metal sub-

strate 1 25M of an area able to accommodate a plurality

of semiconductor package units. In this case, it is pos-

sible to finally cut the metal substrate 125M into semi-

conductor package units to obtain individual semicon-

ductor devices 104 or 104' (Fig. 29).

[0130] Next, an explanation will be made of another

process for production of the semiconductor devices

104 and 104' shown in Figs. 29(1) and 29(2) referring

to Fig. 31

.

[0131] First, as shown in Fig. 31 (1 ), a composite metal

plate comprised of the metal substrate 1 25M and an in-

terconnection pattern of a different type of metal formed

on its top surface is prepared. This is done by providing

an aluminum interconnection pattern 125 on a copper

substrate 125M comprised of a copper foil by aluminum

plating or by providing a copper interconnection pattern

1 25 on an aluminum substrate 1 25M by etching and pat-

terning the copper of a copper clad aluminum foil.

[0132] Next, as shown in Fig. 31(2), the semiconduc-

tor element 123 is mounted on the composite metal

plate 125A by bonding the front ends of the connection

terminals 129 formed on the active surface 1 23A of the

semiconductor element 123 on the top surface of the

interconnection pattern 125 by a method such as ultra-

sonic bonding or alloy bonding through a low melting

point metal such as indium.

[0133] Next, as shown in Fig. 31 (3), the resin member
124 is formed by covering the entire top surface of the

composite metal plate 125A including the interconnec-

tion pattern 1 25 by a resin. The resin member 1 24 seals

inside it the semiconductor element 1 23 and has a bot-

tom surface bonded to the interconnection pattern 125

and the metal substrate 125M.

[0134] The resin member 124 is made of the same
material as explained with reference to Fig. 30(2).

[0135] Next, as shown in Fig. 31(4). the metal sub-

strate 125M is removed by etching. Specifically, in the

case of a combination of an aluminum interconnection

pattern 125 and a copper foil substrate 125M, the cop-

per foil substrate 125M is removed by etching using an

etchant which dissolves copper but does not dissolve

aluminum. Alternatively in the case of a combination of

a copper interconnection pattern 125 and aluminum

substrate 125M, the aluminum substrate 125M is re-

moved by etching using an etchant which dissolves alu-

minum, but does not dissolve copper. Due to this, a

structure is obtained where metal interconnections 125

comprised of aluminum orcopper are bonded to the bot-

tom surface of the resin member 124.

[0136] Next, the top part of the resin member 124 and

the back surface portion of the semiconductor element

123 are ground and polished to a predetermined thick-

ness.

[0137] The above steps complete the semiconductor

device 1 04 shown in Fig. 29(1 ). The position of the bond-

ing surface of the resin member 124 and the solder re-

sist layer 126 is in the same plane as the top surfaces

of the metal interconnections 125 in the structure of Fig.

29(1), while is in the same plane as the bottom surfaces

of the metal interconnections 125 in the structure ob-

tained in the above steps.

5 [0138] Further afterthe step of Fig. 31 (4), intheorder

shown in Figs. 31(5), 31 (6), and 31 (7), the formation of

the solder resist layer 126, the grinding and polishing,

and the formation of the external connection terminals

128 are performed by the same procedure as in steps

10 shown in Figs. 30(4), 30(5), and 30(6).

[01 39] This completes the semiconductor device 1 04'

shown in Fig. 29(2). The position of the bonding surface

of the resin member 1 24 and the solder resist layer 1 26

is in the same plane as the top surfaces of the metal

15 interconnections 125 in the structure of Fig. 29(2), while

is in the same plane as the bottom surfaces of the metal

interconnections 125 in the structure obtained in the

above steps.

20 Ninth Embodiment .

[0140] Figure 32 shows, in sectional views, another

example of a semiconductor device according to the

seventh aspect of the present invention. The semicon-

25 ductor devices 105, 105', and 105" shown in Figs. 32

(1), 32(2), and 32(3) are each further provided with a

plurality of conductor columns 132 in addition to the

structure of the semiconductor device 1 04 shown in Fig.

29A The conductor columns 132 pass through the resin

30 member 1 24 from the top surface of the metal intercon-

nections 125 and extend upward. The top ends are ex-

posed at the top surface of the resin member 124.

[0141] Here, in the semiconductor device 105 of Fig.

32(1), only the top ends of the conductor columns 124

35 are exposed from the resin member 124. In the semi-

conductor device 105' of Fig. 32(2), the top ends and

the side surfaces of the conductor columns 1 32 are ex-

posed from the resin member 124.

[0142] The semiconductor device 105" of Fig. 32(3)

40 is provided with conductor columns 132A with only top

ends exposed from the resin member 124 and conduc-

tor columns 132B with top ends and side surfaces ex-

posed from the resin member 124. A solder resist layer

126 covering the bottom surface of the resin member
^5 124

5
including the metal interconnections, is formed.

The solder resist layer 126 does not cover the portions

of the metal interconnections 125 connected with the

conductor columns 132B with the side surfaces ex-

posed. The bottom surfaces of the metal interconnec-

50 tions are exposed at these portions.

[01 43] The conductor columns 1 32, 1 32A, and 1 32B
may be formed by copper (Cu), nickel (Ni)

;
Kovar (trade-

name), and other metals or alloys or tin-silver (Sn-Ag)

alloy, tin-lead (Sn-Pb) alloy, or other low melting point

55 alloys.

[0144] To produce the semiconductor devices 105,

105', and 105" shown in Figs. 32(1) to 32(3), it is suffi-

cient to form conductor columns 132 by forming stud

15
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12th Embodiment

1 Cth Embodiment

[0145] Figure 33 shows an example of a multilayerem.conductor device comprised of a plurality 0fSconauctor devices 105 shown in Fig. S2( 1)

[0146] The illustrated semiconductor d-vic- 10fi™m

-sis aver£IT """"" ° f F» 32^ a soide"eS,s, layer 126 and connection bumps 128 are formedm the same way as in ,-ia 2°r?i rhQ„ «, •

u,,nea

.
9 '

(Z
'' th9f1 the aevcas arestocked ..o form an integral unit. The top ends of botton=Jctorcolumns 132 and the boUom surfaces of t0p

"achoZrneC
:

i0nS —=ed w-ach other through the connection bumps 128.

11th Embodiment

[0147] Figure 34(1) shows an sample of a oaralio.semconductor device comprised of aZaL 0?Zconductor devices 105' shown in Fig. 32(2 ' .onnec^d
>

t0 each other at their side surfaces
"onnect<=d

[0148] i heillustraiedsemiconductordevice 107mmpnses two semiconductor -vices i ,
Parallel. The oottom surface ofTaXiZZ 2̂?™*.«ns the metal interconnections 125 arc coveredoy a solaer res,st layer 1 26 except a. the s de ends Thes de sunaces of the conductor columns 132 elTsZ

*

he s,de surfaces of the resin members 124 a e e e=trfcally connected with each other through sold^a

or a low melting point metal is supplied by dotting 0(owed bv renewing, whereby the low metal po me£
08 spreads over the exposed surfaces of the metal interc^nnections 125 and the conductor columns 132 f^boning When there is a large in.erval between bonded

[0149] Figure 34B shows a multilayer parallel semiconductor device comprised of a pJality of el icon

[0150] The illustrated semiconductor device 1 OS iscompr.sed of two stacKed layers each having two 2m-conductor devices 105' connected in parallel^The sem=uc«or devicesW consist of .Lton^Z 55mult layer sem.conductor device 1 06 of Fig 33 and th!
parallel semiconductor device 1 07 of Fig. 340 )

^ ,Tnti°ninC,Udin9 acaPacitor
SPeC,0Mhe

.
[0152] T7!e illustrated semiconductor device 109c™

resin member2 rl
1 PaC ',0r 143 sealed in »e

'0 tenmlnal 5? if I
CapaGi'°r 1 43 has «"° ete<*°de

nTT! !
feC,ly connected to the top surfaces of•he metal interconnections 125. As shown in Fin £2preferably the capacitor 1 43 . .nu^cS^

PjccorTh.pattemsurfacesof.he.nnerU^l"

»S PerpendiCUlar
«° the thickness^ect,on of ,he res.n .ayer 124. The capacitor 143 is forexample a normal ceramic multilayer capacitor tZ

-e ectnc 149 such as strontium titanate The ele-ro

[0155] Summarizing the effect* nf th*

on mereof, wh,ch reduce and simultaneously achieve

s.e sTor
m
mo

nt

;

n9 hei9htS
' * TO! «*u* c°«ed

* Sinovtrracturmg y.eld, ach.eve uniform heights of the semicon

performed all at once
* t6S,S

'° be

40 I!ln? ,

Whiietheinventionh
asbeendescribedbyref-

erence to spec.fic embodiments chosen for pu rnoses oftorat.on, it should be apparent that numeSSiff

.rnvlntioT"
9 fr°m^ baSfC C0"C^^ «

45

Claims

1. A semiconductor device provided with:

an insulating tape substrate having through
ho,esm the thickness direction-
a semiconductor element mounted on a top
surface of the tape substrate with its back sur
face exposed upward and its active surface fac-mg downward;

a sea,, resjfl layerf0(Tned Qn^ g
of the tape substrate outside of the region in
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which the semiconductor device is mounted

and sealing the area around the side surfaces

of the semiconductor element;

metal interconnections formed on the bottom

surface of the tape substrate and blocking the s

bottom ends of the through holes of the tape

substrate to define bottom portions;

a solder resist layer covering the metal inter-

connections and the bottom surface of the tape

substrate and having through holes in the thick- *o

ness direction;

external connection terminals projecting from

the bottom surface of the metal interconnec-

tions and filling, passing through, and project-

ing out downward through the through holes of '5

the solder resist layer;

connection terminals extending downward

from the active surface of the semiconductor el-

ement and inserted in the through holes of the

tape substrate: and 20

a filler comprised of a conductive material filling

the gaps between the connection terminals and

the inside walls of the through holes of the tape

substrate and electrically connecting the con- ..

nection terminals and the metal interconnect 25

tions.

2. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1,

wherein the filler is formed using one of a low melt-

ing point metal and conductive paste. 30

3. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1 , fur-

ther provided with conductor columns passing

through said resin sealing layer and said tape sub-

strate at a region where said resin sealing layer is 35

formed, having top ends exposed at the top surface

of the resin sealing layer, and having bottom ends

electrically connected to said metal interconnection

layer.

40

4. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1 , fur-

ther provided with, instead of said sealing resin lay-

er, an insulating frame bonded to the top surface of

the tape substrate other than at the region where

said semiconductor element is mounted and sur- 45

rounding the side surfaces of said semiconductor

element with a gap and a resin sealing layer filling

said gap and sealing the area around the side sur-

faces of said semiconductor element and further

provided with conductor columns passing through so

said frame and said tape substrate at a region

where said frame is formed, having top ends ex-

posed at the top surface of the frame, and having

bottom ends electrically connected to said metal in-

terconnection layer. 55

5. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1,

wherein the connection terminals extending down-

ward from the active surface of the semiconductor

element are bumps comprised of one of gold and

copper.

6. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1

,

wherein the external connection terminals filling

and passing through the openings of the solder re-

sist layer are arranged in one of a peripheral and

area array mode.

7. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1

,

wherein said filler is filled in the gap between said

connection terminals and the through holes of said

tape substrate up to a position of substantially the

top ends of said througn holes.

8. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 1,

wherein the top surface of said sealing resin layer

and the back surface of said semiconductor ele-

ment form substantially the same plane.

9. A multilayer semiconductor device comprised of a

plurality of semiconductor devices as set forth in

claim 3 or 4 stacked in layers, wherein the semicon-

ductor devices of each layer are connected with

each other at the top ends of the conductor columns

and the bottom ends of the external connection ter-

minals.

10. A process of production of a semiconductor device

comprising:

forming through holes in the thickness direction

in a tape substrate having an area able to ac-

commodate a plurality of semiconductor pack-

age units and provided at its bottom surface

with a metal interconnection layer and a solder

resist layer and in said solder resist layer;

filling a conductive material in the through holes

of the tape substrate in amounts incompletely

filling said through holes;

inserting connection terminals of a number of

semiconductor elements required for forming a

plurality of semiconductor package units into

the corresponding through holes of the tape

substrate and filling the gaps between the con-

nection terminals and the inside walls of the

through holes by said conductive material until

about the top ends of the through holes;

bonding and mounting semiconductor ele-

ments on the top surface of the tape substrate;

forming a sealing resin layer covering the top

surface of the tape substrate other than the re-

gions where the semiconductor elements are

mounted and sealing the area around the side

surfaces of the semiconductor element;

grinding and polishing to a predetermined thick-

ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and
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10

15

20

25

the back surface portions oi the semiconductor
elements; and
cutting the tape substrate into semiconductor
package units to obtain individual semiconduc-
tor devices.

11. A process of production of a semiconductor device
as set forth in claim 10, further comprising forming
other through holes passing through the tape sub-
strate at positions corresponding to conductor col-
umns when forming through holes in the tape sub-
strate and forming conductor columns filling said
other through holes and projecting cut from the top
surface of said tape substrate before forming said
sealing resin layer.

12. A process of production of a semiconductor device
as set forth in claim 1 0, further comprising bonding
an insulating substrate provided with openings de-
fining inner walls of frames to the top surface of said
tace substrate, forming otherthrough holes passing
.nrcugh the insulating substrate and the taoe sub-
strate at positions corresponding to conductor col-
umns when forming through holes in the tape sub-
strate, forming conductor columns fillino said other
through holes and projecting out from the top sur-
face of said insulating substrate before mounting
said semiconductor elements, and forming said
sealing resm layer at the gaps after mounting the .

semiconductor elements. 30

13. A process of production of a semiconductor devic-
es set forth in claim 10, further comprising perform-

ing
electrical tests after Arming said sealina resin

ayer and one of before and after said grinding and J5
said polishing.

14. A process of production of a semiconductor device
as set forth in ciaim 10, wherein the tape substrate
able to accommodate said olurality of semiconduc- 40
tor package units is a disk shape.

15. A semiconductor device provided with:

an insulating tape substrate having metal inter- «
connections on the cop surface;
a semiconductor element mounted on a top
surface of said tape substrate with its back sur-
face exposed upward and its active surface fac- 1

8

ing downward;
so

a sealing resin layer formed on the top surface
of the tape substrate, sealing the area around
••he side surfaces of the semiconductor ele-
ment, and filling the gap between the active sur-
face of the semiconductor element and the top 55
surface of the tape substrate; and
at least one of

conductor columns extending upward from the

34

top surfaces of the metal interconnections
passing through the sealing resin layer at the
area around the side surfaces of the semicon-
ductor element, and having top ends exposed
upward and

external connection terminals extending down-
ward from the bottom surfaces of the metal in-
terconnection, passing through the tape sub-
strate, and projecting downward.

16. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 15
wherein the top surface of said sealing resin layer
and the back surface of said semiconductor Ele-
ment form substantially the same plane.

17. A procass of production of a semiconductor devic-
comprising:

preparing a tape substrate havino an area able
to accommodate a plurality of semiconductor
package units and provided at its top surface
with metal interconnections:

bonding connection terminals of active surfac-
es oi a number of semiconductor elements re-
quired for forming the plurality of semiconduc-
tor package units to the top surfaces of the met-
al interconnections of said taoe substrate to
mount said semiconductor elements on the top
surfaca of said tape substrate;
forming conductor columns with bottom ends
bonded to ths top surfaces of the metal inter-
connections;

forming a sealing resin layer sealing the area
around the side surfaces of the semiconductor
elements, including said metal interconnec-
tions and conductor columns, and filling the
gaps between the active surfaces of the semi-
conductor elements and the top surface of said
tape substrate;

grinding and polishing to a predeterm ined thick-
ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and
the back surface portions of the semiconductor
elements and axposing the top ends ol the con-
ductor columns upward; and
cutting the tape substrate into semiconductor
package units to obtain individual semiconduc-
tor devices.

A process of production of a semiconductor device
comprising:

preparing a tape substrate having an area able
to accommodate a plurality of semiconductor
package units, provided at its top surface with
metal interconnections, having through holes in
a thickness direction at positions correspond-
ing to external connection terminals, and hav-
ing bottom surfaces of said metal interconnec-

18
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tions defining top ends of said through holes;

bonding connection terminals of active surfac-

es of a number of semiconductor elements re-

quired for forming the plurality of semiconduc-

tor package units to the top surfaces of the met-

al interconnections of said tape substrate to

mount said semiconductor elements on the top

surface of said tape substrate;

forming a sealing resin layer sealing the area

around the side surfaces of the semiconductor

elements, including said metal interconnec-

tions, and filling the gaps between the active

surfaces of the semiconductor elements and

the top surface of said tape substrate; then.,

in either order,

grinding and polishing to a predetermined thick-

ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and

the back surface portions of the semiconductor

elements and

forming external connection terminals extend-

ing downward from the bottom surfaces of said

metal interconnections defining the top ends of

said- through holes, filling said through holes,

and projecting downward; and

cutting the tape substrate into semiconductor

package units to obtain individual semiconduc-

tor devices.

19. A process of production of a semiconductor device

comprising:

preparing a tape substrate having an area able

to accommodate a plurality of semiconductor

package units, provided at its top surface with

metal interconnections, having through holes in

a thickness direction at positions correspond-

ing to external connection terminals
:
and hav-

ing bottom surfaces of said metal interconnec-

tions defining top ends of said through holes;

bonding connection terminals of active surfac-

es of a number of semiconductor elements rer

quired for forming the plurality of semiconduc-

tor package units to the top surface of the metal

interconnections of said tape substrate to

mount said semiconductor elements on the top

surface of said tape substrate:

forming conductor columns with bottom ends

bonded to the top surfaces of the metal inter-

connections;

forming a sealing resin layer sealing the area

around the side surfaces of the semiconductor

elements, including said metal interconnec-

tions and conductor columns, and filling the

gaps between the active surfaces of the semi-

conductor elements and the top surface of said

tape substrate; then,

in either order,

grinding and polishing to a predetermined thick-

ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and

the back surface portions of the semiconductor

elements and exposing the top ends of the con-

ductor columns upward and

5 forming external connection terminals extend-

ing downward from the bottom surfaces of said

metal interconnections defining the top ends of

said through holes, filling said through holes,

and projecting downward; and

10 cutting the tape substrate into semiconductor

package units to obtain individual semiconduc-

tor devices.

20. A semiconductor device provided with:

15

a resin member of a predetermined thickness;

a semiconductor element sealed inside said

resin member, having a back surface exposed

at a top surface of said resin member, and hav-

20 jng an active surface facing downward;

metal interconnections formed on the bottom

surface of the resin member; and

connection terminals extending downward

from the active surface of the semiconductor el-

25 ement and having bottom ends connected to

top surfaces of said metal interconnections.

21. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 20,

wherein the top surface of said sealing resin layer

30 and the back surface of said semiconductor ele-

ment form substantially the same plane.

22. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 20, furr

ther provided with a solder resist layer covering the

35 entire bottom surface of said resin member includ-

ing said metal interconnections and connection

bumps formed on the bottom surfaces of said metal

interconnections, passing through said solder resist

layer, and projecting downward.

40

23. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 20, fur-

ther provided with a plurality of conductor columns

passing through said resin member from the top

surfaces of said metal interconnections, extending

^5 upward, and having top ends exposed at the top

surface of said resin member.

24. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 23,

wherein the side surfaces of the conductor columns

50 are exposed at the side surfaces of the resin mem-
ber.

25. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 20, fur-

ther provided with a capacitor sealed inside said

55 resin member and directly connected with said met-

al interconnections.

26. A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 25,

50

25.

55
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27.

wherem sa.a capacitor is a multilayer ceramic ca-
pacitor including inner electrodes each having asurface being perpendicular to the thickness direc-
tion of said resin member.

A semiconductor device as set forth in claim 20
wherein an inorganic filler is dispersed in said resin

38

20

28. A multilayer semiconductor device comprised of a
plurality of semiconductor devices as set forth in
claim 23 stacked ,n layers, wherein the semicon-
duc or devices of each layer are connected with

an htb
S *" '°P

°''
the C°nduc;cr

Zn h
m entfS

°f the me,al interconnections
rnrough connection bumps.

29. Aparallelsemiconductordevicecomprisedofaplu-
rality of semiconductor devices as set forth in claim
24 connected to each other at cheir side surfaces

othe^r T Semicond-t0^v,ces ^joining each
other at ,he.r s.oes are electrically connected witheach Cher at the side surfaces of the conductors
umns exposed a, ,hc side surfaces of said resinmember.

25,

30. A multilayer parallel semiconductor device com-
prised of a plurality of semiconductor devices as set
forth ,o claim 24 stacked in layers and connected to6=ch other a, their side surfaces, wherein the sem- 30

c?TJZ Tes Q1 9acn !ayer are e,ectri-»v-netted with each other it the top ends of .'heconductor columns and the bottom ends of the met-
al interconnections through connection bumps andwherei the semiconductor devices adjoining each
ether at their sides are electrically connected witheacn other at the side surfaces of the conductorcc!---Po-d at the side surfaces of said resin

the back surface portions of the semiconductor
elements and

patterning (he metal substrate to form metal in-
terconnections with top surfaces connected to
the bottom ends of said connection terminals
on the bottom surface of said resin member-
and 1

cutting the resin member into semiconductor
package units to obtain individual semiconduc
tor devices.

32. A Process of production of a semiconductor device

cond! ,? ?
C 'aim 31

' ,Urther COmDrisin
9 f°™9

" ubs. a

C

raj T °n t0P SUrf3C9
°f Saidmeta <

substrate after forming said semiconductor ele-

s^LTn k
e'al SUbS,raIe 3nd b6f0re formin9^aid resin member.

31. A process of production of a semiconductor devic*
compnsing:

mounting on the top surface of a metal sub-
s rate having an area able to accommodate a
Plurality of semiconductor package units semi-
conductor elements by turning the active sur-
faces of semiconductor elements downward
and bonding front ends of connection terminals
to the metal substrate;

covering the entire top surface of the me.ai sub-

which the semiconductor elements are sealedand to the bottom surface of which said metal
substrate is bonded; then,
in either order,

grinding and polishing to a predetermined thick-
ness the top part of the sealing resin layer and

40

45

50

55

i'ST ''I

°n °fasemi"^-tor device-s ,et forth ,n claim 32, wherein said conductor col-umns are formed so that a, leas, one of said top
en^andsidesudacesareexposedfromsaioresin'

34. A process of production of a semiconductor deviceas set forth in claim 31, further comprising after
forming the metal interconnections on the bottom
surface of said resin member, forming a solder re-
sis, layer covering the entire bottom surface of said
resin member, including said metal interconnec-

ts d

n
';
0nne

H
C:i0n bum?s f°™* on the bottom

Zl
Sa 'd meta

' Connections, passing
^hroughtheso.derresistiayer.andprojecting'down

9

35. A process of production of a semiconductor device
comprising:

preparing a composite meiai plate comprised
of a metal substrate having an area able to ac-
commodate a plurality of semiconductor pack-
age units and of an interconnection pattern
comprised of a different type of metal from said
metal substrate on its top surface-
mounting semiconductor elements on the top
surface of the composite metal plate by turning
the active surfaces of semiconductor elements
downward and bonding front ends of connec-
tion terminals to the composite metal plate-
covering the entire top surface of the composite
metal plate by a resin to form a resin member
>n wnicn the semiconductor elements are
sealed and to the bottom surface of which said
composite metal plate is bonded; then,
in either order,

grinding and polishing to a predeterm ined thick-
ness the top part of the resin member and the
back surface portions of the semiconductor el-

20
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ements and

etching away the metal substrate of said com-

posite metal plate and leaving the interconnec-

tion pattern so as to form metal interconnec-

tions comprised of said interconnection pattern 5

with top surfaces connected to the bottom ends

of said connection terminals on the bottom sur-

face of the resin member; and

cutting the resin member into semiconductor

package units to obtain individual semiconduc- io

tor devices.

36. A process of production of a semiconductor device

as set forth in claim 35. further comprising forming

conductorcolumns on the top surface of said metal J5

substrate after forming said semiconductor ele-

ments on said composite metal plate and before

forming said resin member.

37. A process of production of a semiconductor device 20

as set forth in claim 36. wherein said conductorcol-

umns are formed so that at least one of said top

ends and side surfaces are exposed from said resin

member.

25

38. A process of production of a semiconductor device

as set forth in claim 35. further comprising, after

forming the metal interconnections on the bottom

surface of said resin member, forming a solder re-

sist layer covering the entire bottom surface of said 30

resin member, including said metal interconnec-

tions, and connection bumps formed on the bottom

surfaces of said metal interconnections, passing

through the solder resist layer, and projecting down-

ward. 35

40
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